In this paper, we present a multimodal dialogue system for Conversational Image Editing. We formulate our multimodal dialogue system as a Partially Observed Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and trained it with Deep Q-Network (DQN) and a user simulator. Our evaluation shows that the DQN policy outperforms a rule-based baseline policy, achieving 90% success rate under high error rates. We also conducted a real user study and analyzed real user behavior.
Introduction
Image editing has been a challenging task due to its steep learning curve. Image editing software such as Adobe Photoshop typically have a complex interface in order to support a variety of operations including selection, crop, or slice. They also require users to learn jargons such as saturation, dodge and feather 1 . In order for a user to achieve a desired effect, some combinations of operations are generally needed. Moreover, image edits are usually localized in a particular region, for instance, users may want to add more color in the trees or remove their eyepuffs. In the first case, users need to first select the trees and then adjust the saturation to a certain level. In the second case, users need to select the eyepuffs, apply a reconstruction tool that fills the region with nearby pixels, then apply a patching tool to make the reconstruction more realistic. Such complexity makes the editing task challenging even for the experienced users.
In this paper, we propose a conversational image editing system which allows users to specify the desired effects in a natural language and interactively accomplish the goal via multimodal dialogue. We formulate the multimodal dialogue system using the POMDP framework and train the dialog policy using Deep Q-Network (DQN) [16] . To train the model, we developed a user simulator which can interact with the system through a simulated multimodal dialogue. We evaluate our approach-i.e., DQN trained with the user simulator-by comparing it against a hand-crafted policy under different semantic error rates. The evaluation result shows that the policy learned through DQN and our user simulator significantly outperforms the hand-crafted policy especially under a high semantic error rate. We also conducted a user study to see how real users would interact with our system. The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
• We present a POMDP formulated multimodal dialogue system.
• We developed a multimodal multi-goal user simulator for our dialogue system.
• We present an architecture for Conversational Image Editing, a real-life application of the proposed framework in the domain of image editing
• We present the experiment results of comparing the proposed model against a rule-based baseline.
Related Work
The multimodal system PixelTone [11] shows that an interface combining speech and gestures can help users increase more image operations. Building on its success, we propose to build a multimodal image editing dialogue system. Previous research on multimodal dialogue systems mostly focus on the architectures [4] for multimodal fusion and did not adopt the POMDP framework [22] . Since the dialogue managers of these systems are based on handcrafted rules, it cannot be directly optimized. Also, real users are essential in evaluating these systems [21] , which can be costly and time inefficient.
Information-seeking dialogue systems such as ticket-booking [7] or restaurant-booking [6, 20] typically focus on achieving one user goal throughout an entire dialogue. Trip-booking [7] is a more complex domain where memory is needed to compare trips and explore different options. The most similar domain is conversational search and browse [9, 8] , where the system can utilize gestures and even gazes to help users to locate the desired objects. A recently collected corpus [13] shows that Conversational Image Editing is more challenging, requiring to address not only these aspects but also the composite-task setting [17, 3] where the user may have multiple goals to achieve in a sequential order.
Our task is also related to Visual Dialogue [5] which focuses on the vision and the dialogue jointly. The agent in Visual Dialogue needs to recognize objects, infer relationships, understand the scene and dialogue context to answer questions about the image. Our agent also requires a similar level of understanding, but the focus on vision is more of recognizing a localized region in an image. Another closely related area is vision-and-language navigation [1] , since both the navigation instructions (e.g., go upstairs and turn right) and image edit requests [15] (e.g., remove the elephant not looking forward) are mostly in imperative form and relates to what the agent sees.
Partially Observed Markov Decision Process Formulation
In this section, we formulate our image editing dialogue system as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [22] . POMDP dialogue framework combines Belief State Tracking and Reinforcement Learning. Belief State Tracking represents uncertainty in dialogue that may come from speech recognition errors and possible dialogue paths, whereas Reinforcement Learning helps the dialogue manager discover an optimal policy.
POMDP is composed of belief states B, actions A, rewards R, and transitions T . The goal is to optimize a parametrised policy π : B → A to maximize the expected sum of rewards R = t γ t r t .
State
Our state space B = B u ⊕ B e includes the user state B u and the image edit engine state B e . B u , the estimation of the user goal at every step of the dialogue, is modeled as the probability distribution over possible slot values. For gesture related slots (e.g., gesture_click, object_mask_str), we assume these values hold 100% confidence and assigns probability score 1 if a value is present and 0 otherwise. B e is the information provided by the engine that is related to the task at hand.
The main difference from convention dialogue systems is that we include information from the engine. Since the image edit engine displays the image, executes edits and stores edit history, we hypothesize that including this information can help our system achieve a better policy. One example is, if the edit history is empty, users will unlikely to request an Undo. Examples of our state features is presented in Table 1 . We designed 4 actions for our dialogue system: (i) Request, (ii) Confirm, (iii) Query, and (iv) Execute.
Request and Confirm actions are each paired with a slot. Request asks users for the value of a slot and Confirm asks users whether the current value stored by the system is correct. Query takes the current value in slot object and queries the vision engine to predict segmentation masks of object. Execute is paired with an intent. Execute passes its paired intent and the intent's children slots (Figure 1 ) to the image edit engine for execution. If any of the arguments are missing, the execution will fail, and the image will remain unchanged.
Unlike information-seeking dialogue systems [6, 20] which attempt to query a database at every turn, we make Query an independent action because of two reasons: (i) modern vision engines are mostly based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and frequent queries may introduce performance latency; (ii) segmentation results should be stored, and consecutive queries will override previous results.
Reward
We define two reward functions. The first reward function is defined based on PyDial [19] . The reward is given at the end of a dialogue and defined as 20 * 1(D) − T , where 20 is the success reward, 1(D) is the success indicator and T is the length of the dialogue. The second reward function gives a positive reward r p when an user goal is completed, and a negative reward r n if an incorrect edit is executed. The main idea for the second reward function is that since image editing dialogues have multiple image edit requests, additional supervision reward will better help train the dialogue system. However, we did not observe a huge difference between the two reward functions in our initial experiments. Therefore, we only present the results on the first reward function.
Transition
Our transitions are based on the user simulator and the image edit engine. Every time step t, the system observes belief state b t and outputs system action a t . The image edit engine observes system action a t and update its state to b e t+1 . The user simulator then observes both b e t and a t then updates it state to b u t+1 . Next state b t = b u t ⊕ b e t will pass to the system for the next turn. Both the user simulator and the image edit engine are updated according to predefined rules.
Dialogue Policy
We present two polices for dialogue management.
Rule-based:
We hand-crafted a rule-based policy to serve as our baseline. The rule-based policy first requests the intent from the user. After knowing the intent, it then requests all the slots that correspond to that particular intent and then executes the intent. To obtain the localized region (object_mask_str), the rule-based policy first queries the vision engine and then requests object_mask_str if the vision engine result is incorrect.
Deep Q-Network: Deep Q-Network [16] combines artificial neural networks and reinforcement learning and takes state b t as inputs to approximate action values Q(s t , a t ) for all action a. Deep Q-Networks are shown to succeed in spoken dialogue systems learning [19] due to its capability to model uncertainty in spoken language understanding and large domain space.
Conversational Image Editing System
In this section, we first present the ontology used in our system, then describe the role of each system component in further detail.
Domain Ontology
Conversational Image Editing is a multimodal dialogue domain that consists of multiple user intents and a natural hierarchy. Intents are high level image edit actions that may come with arguments or entities [13, 14] . Also, most edit targets are localized regions in the image. This introduces a Manager. Dialogue Manager then selects an action. If the action is Query, Dialogue Manager will query Vision Engine and store the results in the state. The action will then be observed by both the User and Image Edit Engine. hierarchy where the system has to first request the name of the object and then query vision engine to obtain the object's segmentation mask.
We handpicked a subset of user intents from DialEdit [13] and Editme [15] corpus. The user intents are Open, Adjust, Close, Undo, Redo. Open and Close are inspired by Manuvinakurike et al. [14] ; Adjust modifies the attributes of a region; Undo reverts incorrect edits and Redo can redo edits if Undo is accidentally executed. Open requires slot image_path; Adjust requires slots object_mask_str, adjust_value, and attribute. Slot object_mask_str further depends on slots object, and gesture_click. Close, Undo, and Redo do not require slots. Our ontology is depicted in Figure 1 
Components
Our system architecture consists of four components: (i) Multimodal State Tracker (ii) Dialogue Manager (iii) Vision Engine (iv) Image Edit Engine
Multimodal State Tracker
Input to our state tracker consists of three modalities (i) user utterance, (ii) gestures (iii) image edit engine state. For (i), we trained a two-layer bi-LSTM on the Editme [15] corpus for joint intent prediction and entity detection. We select the Editme corpus because it is currently the only available dataset which contains image editing utterances. Editme has about 9k utterances and 18 different intents. Since Editme is collected by crowd-sourcing image edit descriptions, the utterances are often at a high level, and the annotation can span up to a dozen words. For example, in Editme, "lower the glare in the back room wall that is extending into the doorway" has the following labels: intent is labeled as "adjust"; attribute is labeled as "the glare"; region is labeled as "in the back room wall that is extending into the doorway". Our tagger achieved 0.80% intent accuracy and 58.4% F1 score on the validation set. Since there exists a discrepancy between our ontology and Editme, an additional string matching module is added to detect numerical values and intents not present in Editme. For (ii), we directly take the output as state values. That is, if gestures are present, then the gestures slot values will 1. For (iii), we designed several features including ones mentioned in Table Table 1 . The final output is the concatenation of the results of (i), (ii) and (iii), which is the belief state B in the previous section.
Dialogue Manager
Dialogue manager is a rule-based policy or a parametrised policy that observes the dialogue state, and performs actions to complete user's image edit requests. Detailed of actions are presented in the previous section.
Vision Engine
Vision engine performs semantic segmentation and is called when system selects action Query. Vision engine takes the image and slot object's value as query and outputs a list of candidate masks to be shown to the user. If present, gesture_click will be used filter the candidate masks by checking whether it overlaps with any of the candidate masks. We leave extracting state features from vision engine as future work.
Image Edit Engine
Image edit engine is an image edit application that acts as an interface to our user and as an API to our system. At every turn, our system loads the candidate masks stored in slot object_mask_str to the engine for display. When system performs an Execute action, the executed intent and associated arguments will be passed to the engine for execution. If the intent and slots are valid, then an edit can be performed. Else, the execution will result in failure, and image will remain unchanged.
We developed a basic image edit engine using the open-source OpenCV [2] library. The main features of our engine include image edit actions, region selectors, and history recording.
Multimodal Multi-goal User Simulator
We developed an agenda based [18] multimodal multi-goal user simulator to train our dialogue system. User agenda is a sequence of goals which needs to be executed in order. A goal is defined as an image edit request that is composed of an intent and it depending slots in the tree Figure 1 . A successfully executed goal will be removed from the agenda, and the dialogue is considered as success when all the user goals are executed. If an incorrect intent is executed, the simulator will add an Undo goal to the agenda to undo the incorrect edit. On the other hand, if the system incorrectly executes Undo, the simulator will add a Redo goal to the agenda. Our simulator is programmed not to inform object_mask_str unless asked to.
Simulated User Evaluation

Experimental setting
User Goal We sampled 130 images from MSCOCO [12] and randomly split them into 100 and 30 for training and testing, respectively. Goals are randomly generated using our ontology and the dataset. For simulated users, we set the number of goals to 3 which starts with an Open goal, followed by an Adjust goal, then ends with a Close goal. Maximum dialogue length is set to 20. To simulate novice behavior, a θ parameter is defined as the probability a slot will be dropped in the first pass. We set θ to 0.5.
Vision Engine
We directly take ground truth segmentation masks from the dataset as query results.
Training Details For DQN, we set the hidden size to 40. We set batch size to 32 and freeze rate to 100. We used 0.99 for reward decay factor γ. The size of experience replay pool is 2000. We used Adam [10] and set the learning rate to 1e-3.
Results
We evaluate four metrics under different semantic error rates (SER): (i) Turn (ii) Reward (iii) Goal (iv) Success. (i), (ii), and (iv) follow standard task-oriented dialogue system evaluation. Since image editing may contain multiple requests, having more goals executed should indicate a more successful dialogue, which success rate cannot capture. Therefore, we also include (iii). Table 2 shows the results of our simulated user evaluation. At low SER (<0.2), we can see that rule-based and DQN can successfully complete the dialogue. As SER increases (>0.2), the success rate of the rule-based policy decreases. On the other hand, our DQN policy manages to learn a robust policy even under high SERs and achieved 90% success rate.
Real User Study
While the experiment in the previous section shows effectiveness under a simulated setting, real users may exhibit a completely different behavior in an multimodal dialogue. Therefore, we built a web interface(Appendix A for our system. Our interface allows text input and gestures. Users can input gesture_click by putting a marker on the image, and input object_mask_str by putting a bounding box on the image as the localized region.
We recruited 10 subjects from the author's affiliation and conducted a study testing them against our Rule-based Policy and the DQN policy. One person among the 10 is familiar with image editing. 10 goals were sampled from the test set, and each person is asked to complete two dialogues of the same policy. In every dialogue, there is only one Adjust goal and it is presented to the user in semantic form. Since number of goals is reduced, we set maximum dialogue length to 10. User increase the man's saturation by 10 1 System What object_mask_str do you want?  2  User  man  object_mask_str  2 System Execute: intent=adjust, adjust_value=10 attribute=saturation, object_mask_str=iVBOR Success Table 4 : Success dialogue example with DQN policy. The user first interacts only with text input in the first turn, then inputs both the "man" (object) and gesture (object_mask_str) in the second turn.
Turn Speaker Utterance Gesture 1
User make the man 30% less bright object_mask_str 1
System Execute: intent=adjust, adjust_value=30 attribute=brightness, object_mask_str=iVBOR Failure Table 5 : Failure dialogue example with DQN policy. In the first turn, our issues a image edit request and also the localized region (object_mask_str). However, our state tracker failed to interpret "30% less bright" into the value "-30", and executes with the incorrect value 30 (adjust_value).
Turn Number:
We discovered the turn number in our study mostly depend on the user behavior. For users who prefer to express more information, the turn number is smaller. For users who prefer to interact mostly with text and leave gestures as a last resort, the turn number is larger.
Success Rate: The semantic form of the user goal makes it easy for the users to express and inform slot values (Appendix A)), so that most dialogues are successful. All the failure cases are incorrect understanding of the slot adjust_value, which is a result of the string matching module in our state tracker. Table 4 presents a success dialogue and Table 5 presents a failure dialogue.
Conclusions and Future Work
We present a multimodal dialogue system for Conversational Image Editing. We derived the POMDP formulation for Conversational Image Editing, and our simulated evaluation results show that the DQN policy significantly outperforms a sophisticated rule-based baseline under high semantic error rates. Our real user study shows that the language understanding component is crucial to success and real users may exhibit more complex behavior. Future work includes frame-based state tracking, expanding the ontology to incorporate more intents and modeling multimodal user behavior.
A System Interface Figure 3 : Interface of our system prototype. A goal is presented to the user in semantic form. Users can input a click (gesture_click) or select a bounding box (object_mask_str)
